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Cramped standing room meaning

There is a popular idiom in Russian to describe a really crowded place: (there is) no room for the apple to fall (яблоку негде упасть). I try to think of something similar in English, and the dictionaries I consulted were of no help, simply translating as crowded or even inclusive at all. The context would be something and anything along the lines of the place was
so crowded that [X]. The room was full to the point that [Y]. The street/square was [Z]. At the top of the hat charts, there is [no room for the apple to fall]. Which means I'm not married to any sentence structure in particular – I'll love to rewrite it from scratch to use a vivid and idiomatic adjective or noun, word or phrase, metaphor or proverb, rather than try to
shoehorn it into a sentence it doesn't feel welcome itself in. This comes from how sardines are tightly packed into tins when canned food: Strictly speaking, some people will object to this use: as a place and people in it can be said to be packed, but only people can be strictly packed like sardines, because sardines are inside can and people are inside a
crowded place. However, colloquially people will use the phrase in both senses. Also, most people just say packed: the subway doesn't work, so the buses were all packed. Wrapped in gills wrapped in rafters Wrapped in gunnels (from gunwales &lt;- gun walls) (originally from the boat) popular East Side bar, packed into gunwales with an arch of young
bankers and ersatz Now girls. Pressed as olives / grapes wrapped together narrower than two coatings Bursting at the seams (the room was ...) As crowded as a bee large and poor and crowded as a bee. And because we are photo-heavy ... I'd rather sit on a pumpkin and have it all to myself than be crowded on a velvet pillow. - Henry David Thoreau Was
there no room to swing a cat? Were we squeezed together like peas in a pod (often used to indicate uniformity, but sometimes literal closeness)? Couldn't you fit a knife/cigarette paper between [contestants]? In British slang we often describe the place as rammed when full: (being rammed) British informal (places) is very crowded: the club is thrust into the
rafters every week Adding nice suggestions so far, I've found one dictionary that offered there is barely breathing space. sufficient space to move, work, etc.: The train was so crowded that it barely breathed space. How about a full wedge? adjective [predic.] informally filled racing: my case is ch wedge-full of notes and the British term wedge-a-block. adjective
[predic.] informal, predominantly British crammed full of people or things: More modern formulations for a crowded place include the idiom that the place is teeming with people. OED says that teeming as an adjective means abundant; swarming; Another word you might be looking for is the noun of the crowd. The OED contains the following two relevant
senses of it: 2. Pressing or begging people; an act of thrashing or quarrel; overcrowded state. 3. concr. A crowded number of people actually (or in the idea) gathered; Crowd. There is also a verb crowd to accompany the noun, where the adjective derives a thronging meaning almost the same as teeming. According to the OED: Action verb crowd; by
pressing a button; Clustering. One venerable - no, agèd - word for crowded is opplete, which is like an adjective and a verb. Quoth OED concerning the adjective: o啦pplete, ppl. a. Honey. Obs. Also 6 braids. Etymology: ad. L. opplēt-us, Father. People. opplēre: see below. Filled, crowded. 1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde P j, - The coti lidons be opplete,
stopped, &amp; stuffed with yll humor. 1578 Banister Hist. Man i. 34 – The back [of the foot] is full, and filled with lots of store meat. 1646 J. Hall Horæ Vac. 134 - How should they not be full of grosse humor? Quoth OED concerning the verb: o啦pplete, v. Med. Obs. Rare. Etymology: f. ppl. stem L. opplēre fill, f. ob- (ob- (def # 1) (def # d)) + plēre to f sick.
Trans. To fill in, fill in to exhaustion. 1620 Venner Via Recta ii. 41 - Oni.. opplete ir bodies with watery, raw and windy humors. 1620 Venner Via Recta iv. 71 - That is not the case.. with a lot of fat. It's like calcuta's black hole. This refers to the small dungeon in which British prisoners of war took place in June 1756 after the fall of Fort William, Calcuto, where
(allegedly) the vast majority perished from asphyxiation or heat exhaustion because so many people were crammed into such a small space. For one word the equivalent of crowded: crammed, rammed, heaps, wrapped. The place was so crowded that you had to go out to change your mind. This joke is often used when talking about the size of a cramped
room or house, as one writer mentioned in an article about the language sometimes used by realtors: For example, he cites the commonly used term cozy and says that the connotation of savvy realtors is that there is not much room in the house. It triggers Henny Youngman in us: 'This house is so small that you have to go out to change your mind,' Boyd
says. Let's not forget the conventional and all-purpose full house. noun of the audience or group of people attending the meeting, which fills the venue of the event to capacity. It's like Grand Central Station... Referring to the hustle and bustle of a very famous and bustling rail terminal in New York. Irish has the term dubh le daoine, and a literal translation that -
black with people - is used in Irish English to describe a crowded space. According to a post boards.ie, it can sometimes be shortened to it's black here to describe a crowded space. (Interestingly, I am also learning to boards.ie an equivalent term in French: être noir de monde.) Packed the simplest word that comes to mind. noun to cram a large number of
things into (container or space). it was a large room, full of beds jammed side by side (a large number of people) crowd in and fill (room, building, or place). The waiting room was packed from Oxford Dictionaries Online: an adjective to fill or be full to the point of racing. overflowing glass and adjective (e.g. liquids) flow through the edge of the container. and
an adjective filled (accommodation or space) beyond what is usual or comfortable. and elbows In a crowded place (such as a bar or nightclub), it's often difficult to maneuver for all the and elbows filling up instead. Irish slang - maybe moribund now: jammers like in - bar was jammers Place was chocker. This basically means that the place is full, and is
probably short for wedge-a-block. You could also say that the place sighs. What about, it was a mafia scene. Or perhaps an ugly mob scene if it was anything like our local shopping malls last holiday season... Infestation. There is no reason to elevate one species above the other. Bazaar is urdu for the market. It is suitable as Asian markets are usually
crowded and noisy. Very active question. Earn 10 reputations to answer this question. A reputation request helps protect this issue from spam and doesn't respond to activity. A place that is cramped is uncomfortably small or crowded, like a cramped elevator with one too many riders or a cramped subway car during rush hour. This adjective comes from the
verb cramp, limit. When you are in a cramped situation, your movement is limited in some way, often because there are too many people who stand too close together or simply because the space is too small. You can have a bedroom to yourself, but if it's the size of a closet, you'll still feel cramped there. Definitions of cramped 1 cramped neighborhoods
trying to raise children in cramped high-rise apartments Synonyms: uncomfortably uncomfortably or uncomfortably small thesaurus / stall lenRoget's 21st Century Synonyms, Third Edition Copyright © 2013 Philip Lief Group.Roget's 21st Century Synonyms, Third edition copyright © 2013 philip lief group.© 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC Also found in: Tezaurus,
Medical, Idioms, Encyclopedia.Related to cramped: crammed (krămpt)adj.1. Uncomfortably small or limited: confined living quarters.2. Hard to read, especially ges crowded into a small space: cramped manuscript. American Heritage® English Dictionary, fifth edition. Copyright © 2016 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. (kræmpt) adj2. (Printing, lithographing and binding of books) (esp handwriting) small and irregular; hard to readCollins English Dictionary – Complete © and unasorted, 12. 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2014 (kræmpt) adj. 1. closed or severely confined in space: cramped cabinets. 2. a.
(handwriting) small and crowded. b. (writing style) difficult to understand; Crab. Random House Kernerman Webster College Dictionary, © 2010 K Dictionaries Ltd Copyright 2005, 1997, 1991 by Random House, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Adj.1.cramped - narrowed in size; cramped neighbourhoods; trying to raise children in cramped high-rise apartments,
incomprehensible - uncomfortably or uncomfortably small; non-commodial hotel accommodationOn the basis of WordNet 3.0, Farlex clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc. adjective limited, limited, crowded, crowded, packed, narrow, squeezed, unpleasant, embarrassing, closed, overloaded, bounded, jammed, lined in There are
hundreds of families living in cramped conditions. limited open, large, spacious, spacious, spacious, caprowded, uncrowded, commodious, uncongested, sizable or substantialKolins Tesaurus English language - Complete and unastrained 2nd Edition. 2002 © HarperCollins Publishers 1995, 2002adjective American Heritage® Roget tesaurus. Copyright ©
2013, 2014 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. Collins Spanish Dictionary – Complete and Unassified 8th Edition 2005 © by William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1971, 1988 © HarperCollins Publishers 1992, 1993, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2005 [啦kræmpt] adj
[accommodation] → exigu(ë)Collins English/French Electronic Resource. © HarperCollins Publishers 2005Collins German Dictionary - Complete and Unaased 7th Edition 2005. © William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1980 © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1997, 1999, 2004, 2005, 2007 [kræmpt] adj (room) → angusto;. (writing) → fitto;a; (position) → rannicchiato
/aCollins Italian Dictionary 1st Edition © HarperCollins Publishers 1995 Do you want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit your webmaster's page for free entertainment content. A link to this page: What it was all about-- why he was being held in his cramped prison in a cramped car-- he didn't ask himself. I
swam vigorously; But, cramped by my clothes that stuck to me like lead weight, I felt great difficulty in laying up. The descent was realized using metal rods projecting from the sides of the well, and these are adapted to the needs of the creature much smaller and lighter than me, I was quickly cramped and tired of descent. Edna emerged, cramped from lying
down for so long and still in the hammock. Look at those cramped dead edibles, sometimes the same, and at me too, sticking out my broken and barked fingers exactly where they grew up, whether from my back or on my side: how they grew up, so I stand, and I don't believe in your hopes and your lies. The third and last is that it is vanity to imagine that it
would be a normal loan without profit; and it is not possible to the number of inconveniences that will follow if the loans are cramped. Therefore, talk of the abolition of the usuberg is idle. Inactivity.
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